are you a Girl entering 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th grade next fall?

The bright Girls summer academy might be for you!

The BRIGHT Girls Academy is a two-week, hands-on learning experience where high school-aged girls work in teams to explore salmon and rivers. Expect to go rafting, take pictures, use science tools and technology, take measurements in the field and the lab, and explore the outdoors with new friends. The academy is day only (no housing provided), with the exception of one overnight trip.

When: July 10 - July 21 (with weekend off), 9AM-4:30PM daily (one overnight trip is included).
Where: The UAF campus and nearby rivers.
Cost: Free, thanks to NSF support!
Contact: Laura Oxtoby | 474-5396 | leoxtoby@alaska.edu
Visit brightgirlsak.org and submit an application before April 1, 2017.